
Board men and location traders (whose licences could
be cancelled if they turned against white supremacy).
This incident, a small exanlple and onc of tnany ~ hurt
the feelings of many Africans.

Quite true, Nationalist Cabinet Ministers often
criticise the English press but when Justice minister
Vorster attacks the "liberalistic tendency" of the Rand
Daily Mail I b·egin to wonder as that paper seems to
praise apartheid in one colulnn and then attack another
aspect of apartheid in another column. e.g. "Transkei
self-rule hardly self-rule" (cartoon and editorial) and
~'Indian in White area asks for severe penalty" (Both
headlines in the 11.12.62 issue.) The Indian mentioned
was Mr. Nana Sita who was being moved under the
Group Areas Act from the premises he had occupied for
over twenty years!

Many Africans still believe that commercial circula
tion not courtesy, prompted The Star to switch from
"Native" to "African" when addressing Africans. I'he
Star by accepting the news-slanting press code, knew
very well that few Africans would buy it for its news~

and in addressing them as "African" it perhaps hopes
to save its circulation figures.

TO MY KNOWLEDGE, CONTRIBUTIONS from Africans to
the English papers are very much discouraged. Only
sifted and very mild articles are accepted. Several
articles I wrote were returned because they "would
offend white public opinion" said the t?ditor of The Star.
Also the English papers are not employing non-white
journaUsts but have big posters in the location to
attract African readership. For this purpose the East
London Daily Dispatch, for instance has a "location
edition", mainly composed of social and sporting pic
tures of Africans.

I have never known the English papers call for the
sharing of all the best fruits of South Africa's economy
among aft the people of the country, irrespective of
colour or race. The Press never calls for good profes
sional occupations by Non-Whites in the mining, sugar,
iron and other industrial and commercial spheres.

Instead the press wants Africans to continually think
that their plight is "sympathetically" being reviewed
by the financial lords who will one day change their
hearts and look upon them as people, and not as
perpetual servants. But then this "sympathy" has been
going on for over three hundred years! The English
press, I could say, has managed for many years to stop
the African rank-and-file from "exploding" into
violence by making them believe that it was with them
in the struggle for freedom. Thus it has managed to
delay the final emancipation of the Africans from
bondage.

During the bus boycott, as during the Sharpevil1e
crisis, the Rand Daily Mail seemed to be on the side
of the Africans, and got strong rebukes from Cabinet
Ministers. The same thing happened with the beginning
of the sabotage explosions when Minister Vorster issued
a threatening warning to the editor. But then what did
the Mail do? During Sharpeville it won the hearts of
the people as it seemed to be with them only to "urge
everyone to abandon their plight" and made the people
believe that "law-abiding Africans" would agree that
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Exiles

We shall try not to re/11ember
T he politics, the quart'er truths
That lnade a total truth to us.
We shall try to rell1en1ber our own
Temptation, when we had the power
And used it; when we had
It like a handkerchief
In the corner of our sleeves.
And if there was something absurd
About tennis on the equator,
It was the absurdity we drowned
With long drinks in the evening.

It is true: they have a personality.
But not, it seems, the one we saw.
Can any race have two
Personalities? There is something
Mad about facts when they diverge.
We remember what we saw. We knew then1.
We knew them well enough to want their good.
And now we talk too much about it,
The dialects bore our countrymen,
Words that once meant boy or farm
Irritate our flesh and blood.

We are easily forgotten
By them.. Could they have done better?
For there was one thing we ourselves
Could not understand.
We were naiive from the start,
With the brown bush and the blue
Mountains; from the first moment
With wood smoke at dawn
That no one can describe, the birds,
The sticky heat we grew to love.
We thought we were exiles,
We are certainly exiles now.

The worst lie was our hope:
Perpetual teatinle and the colour green,
Fantasies always suffice
But we returned to the lie,
The dirty towns, the insensitive people,
Endless teatime and the colour green.
But we can forgive t·his remembering
One promise: driving through
Lonf? grass at night, the scratch
Of the grass on the truck,
And in our headlights a continent,
An Africa within. An Africa beyond.
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